
Stage Manager: Lucy Schuh 

ASMs: Olivia Bedard, Emily Forest 

Director: Mac Groves 

Romeo & Juliet 

Daily Performance Report 

Date:11/16/12

ACT I Up 8:01 pm FOH: 

House Managers: 

 Mindy Judson-Garcia 

 Drew Cummins 

 Tara Zink 

 

Sold out show. 

Ushers: 

 Jake McCormick, Savannah Abel, Shannon 

Harris, Jenny Cardona? 

ACT I Down 9:22 pm 

ACT I Running Time 1hr  21 min 

Intermission UP 9:22 pm 

Intermission DOWN 9:37 pm 

Intermission Time  15 min 

ACT II Up 9:37 pm 

ACT II Down 10:47 pm 

ACT II Running Time 1 hr 10 min 

TOTAL RUNNING TIME  2 hr  31 min 

TOTAL TIME ELAPSED  2 hr  46 min 

Attendance 

 

Cast: 

Crew: 

  

All here and on time for opening.  

Additional Calls: 

Saturday call @ 6:30pm GO @ 8pm.  

Sunday call @ 12:;30pm GO @ 2pm followed by 

Photocall. Everyone is required to stay until we are 

done, hopefully between  6 and 6:30pm. 

Performance Notes: 

Nice opening night guys! 

Good cover for the gun not going off guys. 

Good covers elsewhere without scene partners.  

You never know what an audience will do or laugh at, so remember to hold for big laughs and push through the 

awkward ones.  

Make sure those of you with outstanding Incident Reports get them to me by end of day Sunday including your 

personal statement. If you are seeking further medical attention, wait to turn it in until you are done.   

Technical Notes: 

Transitions looked very smooth tonight team, nice work. 

SHOP: The trim on the stage right, front corner of the upper platform is coming off because of how and where 

Romeo gets up to the balcony. Please look at it Monday.  

Also, when the stairs were repainted black, the glow tape was painted over. If there is more somewhere that could 

be used we would like some for next week. The white tape is working alright now, but is not ideal. Thank you.  

COSTUMES: Run crew has their notes for quick changes. Thank you.  

LIGHTS: We had a problem with cue 10 tonight not playing possibly. It was checked post show and the sequence 

in and out of it ran fine. If we have problems again tonight, we will ask you to take a look, thank you.  

 


